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Disclaimer

The opinions expressed in this presentation are those of the author only. They are inspired by the
work that the author is doing for both Swiss Re and the SAA, but they do not necessarily reflect any
official view of either Swiss Re or the SAA.
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Motivation
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Motivation (1/2)
Patrizia Kern, Head Marine, Swiss Re Corporate Solutions(1)
Core messages:
•
•

•
•

•

(1)

Risk Management Guide 2018, 02.05.2018

«Traditionell stützen sich Versicherer primär auf
verhältnismässig wenig Informationen über den zu
versicherten Gegenstand.»
«[…] Zusammenspiel einer Vielzahl
unterschiedlicher Engineering-, Analytics und
Technologie-Disziplinen.»
« […] Sammeln und Auswerten von Echtzeitdaten
[…]»
« […] ihre Kernkompetenzen im Bereich der
Analyse von gewaltigen Datenströmen zur
Gewinnung neuer Erkenntnisse und Einblicke in
[…] Risikolandkarte […]»
«[…] Beherrschen von neuen technischen
Fähigkeiten sein […]»
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Motivation (2/2)
Dr. Tobias Büttner, Head of Claims, Munich Re, mentioned the following1:

Property claims were assessed using images.
But later the reserves had to be increased
significantly. Damages below/hidden in the
roofs have not been appropriately estimated.

1

SZ-Fachkonferenz: KI und Data Analytics in der Versicherungsbranche; Data Analytics im Management von Großschäden, Büttner T. (2019), Munich Re
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Strategic considerations
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What is (Actuarial) Data Science?

Data Science is the intersection of …
•
Mathematics and statistics
•
Computer science
•
Domains/business knowledge
Data Science is the intersection of …
• Statistical modelling and/or machine learning
• High computing power
• Big data management
• Domains/business knowledge
Actuarial Data Science = […] of Actuarial Science and Data Science
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Strategy of the SAA (1/2)

Data Science Strategy

Wie Data Science zukünftig den Beruf des
Aktuars prägen wird
9

Strategy of the SAA (2/2)
Core considerations:
(1) Insurance and financial risks are the core business of
actuaries.
(2) In-depth expertise in mathematics, statistics and computer
science as a foundation, augmented by literacy in
economics and law.
(3) These skills are needed in non-life, life and health insurance
and also in reinsurance.
(4) Co-existence and collaboration with Data Scientists in the
insurance industry.
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Topics in Actuarial Data Science

Upskilling Guide
11

Tutorials
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(Our) Topics in Actuarial Data Science (1/3)
1

3
CANN provide the framework for
extending the GLM’s, allowing to
improve the accuracy of the model as
well as providing a framework to
assess the uncertainties.

Introduction: From GLM to
regression trees and neural
networks, applied to P&C frequency
modeling.

2

4
The tutorial illuminates different
aspects that need to be considered
when fitting neural network
regression models. We discuss
feature pre-processing, choice of loss
function, choice of neural network
architecture, class imbalance
problem, as well as over-fitting and
bias regularization.

▪ AdaBoost
o AdaBoost.M1
o LogitBoost
o SAMME
o SAMME.R
▪ GradientBoost
▪ XGBoost

Boosting: Introduction and a comparison
of the many variants of boosting
algorithm (implemented in R/Python
libraries).
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(Our) Topics in Actuarial Data Science (2/3)
5

7
Unsupervised learning methods are
techniques that aim at reducing the
dimension of data (covariables,
features), cluster cases
with similar features, and graphically
illustrate high dimensional data.

6

In Recurrent neural networks (RNNs)
are introduced, by describing the two
most popular RNN architectures, the
long short-term memory (LSTM)
network and gated recurrent unit
(GRU) network. Their common field of
application is time series modeling. It
is demonstrated their use on a
mortality rate prediction problem.

1)

2)

3)

Classical Approach: we generate bag-ofwords and bag-of-POS2 numerical
representations of text documents to be fed
into the machine learning classifiers;
Modern Approach: we use word
embedding algorithms to compute realvalued numerical representations for each
document to be fed into the machine learning
classifiers;
Contemporary Approach: we leave text
preprocessing to the minimum by training
recurrent neural networks directly on text
documents.

Three approaches to preprocess text
data with NLP and perform text
document classification using machine
learning.
(1) ‘bag-of-’ models,
(2) word embeddings
(3) the two most popular Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNNs).

8
This tutorial gives an overview of tools
for explaining and interpreting black
box machine learning models like
boosted trees or deep neural networks.
All our methods are illustrated on a
publicly available real car insurance data
set on claims frequencies.
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(Our) Topics in Actuarial Data Science (3/3)
9
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
are particularly well suited to find
common spatial structure in images or
time series.
It is illustrated how to use a CNN to
detect anomalies in mortality rates
taken from the Human Mortality
Database (HMD); the anomalies are
caused by migration between countries
and other errors.
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Insurance Risk Modeling vs
Machine Learning
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Insurance Risk Modeling vs Machine Learning (1/2)
• What are the commonalities and the differences between
▪ Insurance risk modeling
and
▪ Machine learning?
• A simple, but fundamental question:
• Limited interest of actuaries
• Machine learning experts are struggling to understand insurance risk modeling
• Statisticians discuss about statistics vs. machine learning
• References:
• Prediction, Estimation, and Attribution, B. Efron, Journal of the American Statistical Association 115:539 , 636-655, 2020
• To explain or to Predict?, G. Shmueli, Statistical Science 25/3, 289-310, 2010
• Statistical Modeling: The Two Cultures. L. Breimann, Statistical Science 16/3, 199-215, 2001
And thanks to Christian Lorentzen, Swiss Re colleagues and others for contributing!
Disclaimer: The comparison is of course not as strict as indicated using the subsequent table. In many applications it is much more in the
middle. And there are many more commonalities (e.g. GLM belong to both).
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Insurance Risk Modeling vs Machine Learning (2/2)
Insurance Risk Modeling

Pure Prediction Algorithm

Foundation

Distribution and uncertainty

Point estimate and algorithm

Mathematical foundation

Statistical model

Numerical optimization

Modelling target

Probabilistic forecast
Uncertainty quantification

Point forecast

Statistical distributions

Non-Gaussian (asymmetric, skewed)

Gaussian (symmetric)

Signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio

Small

High

Mathematical model selection «criteria»

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Non-mathematical model selection «criteria»

• Causality / truth between predictors and
predictant
• Inclusion of expert knowledge
• Human adjustability of models

• Correlation, train/test paradigm

Non-technical considerations

•
•

Regulatory framework
Political and social aspects

• Ethics and fairnesss
• Accountability and transparency

Professional associations

•

Professional standards

• Ethical codes of conduct

Predictability (in-sample)
Stability and robustness (long-term)
Smoothness
Parsimony
Interpretability / explainability
-

Predicatability (out-of-sample)
Stability and robustness (short-term)
Anti-parsimony
Black-box
Computability

• • -
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Neural Networks and Random
Forest: Learnings
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1 – Embeddings for categorical

1
features

• In insurance pricing, there are often many categorical features (i.e. vehicle brand, region, age group,…) which consist of many levels.

• Usually, the categorical features are encoded as dummy variables (or one-hot encoding), i.e. the levels are orthogonal in the feature space.
• With neural networks, one should use (feature) embeddings:
− Considerable smaller number of model parameters
− Weakening the orthogonality assumption
− Graphical representation in low dimension
− Prediction performance is not necessarily better with embeddings

1

Paper(s): https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3320525
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2 – Combined Actuarial Neural Networks (CANN)2
• In most cases, there already exists a productive GLM.

•

We start the gradient descent algorithm for fitting the CANN
model with the GLM solution.

•

By that, the algorithm explores the network architecture for
additional model structure that is not present in the GLM.

•

The idea is to nest the GLM
into a network architecture
using a skip connection that
directly links the input layer
to the output layer.

Analyzing the results can hence be used to identify where the
GLM needs to be improved, e.g. which interactions are
missing.

•

In this way we obtain an improvement of the GLM by network
features. This provides a more systematic way of using network
architectures to improve the GLM.

This approach is called CANN.

•

CANN allow for uncertainty quantification due to its low
computational effort.

•

This approach is not restricted to GLM’s, any regression
algorithm can be chosen for the skip connection. However, this
is not possible for all regression models.

• As the GLM has been developed and fine-tuned over years, there is
a very good understanding of the pros and cons of the GLM.
• Instead of building a neural network from scratch, the actuaries are
looking for an approach of using neural networks to improve the
current GLM.
•

•

2

Paper(s): https://doi.org/10.1017/asb.2018.42; https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3320525
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3 – Portfolio bias in neural
Let us exmaine various pricing models:

3
networks

•

The neural networks show a bias (mainly negative) whereas the
green dots illustrate the level of various GLMs ( ).

•

Reason for the bias of neural networks: early stopping criteria.

•

Solution: If we work in a GLM with canonical link function, this
can simply be achieved by an additional MLE step using the
neuron activations in the last hidden layer as new covariates in
the GLM.

• The same price µ0 (empirical portfolio average) for all policyholders
provides the empirical portfolio premium φGLM.
• Using a GLM, the price gets differentiated between the
policyholders according to their risk characteristics (=features).
Overall, the sum of all predicted prices µi gives again the empirical
portfolio premium φGLM.
• Mathematically, GLM provide unbiased estimates on a portfolio
level under the canonical link.
• Using a neural network for determining the individual prices µi
provides price differentiation, but the neural network provides a
portfolio average φNN which is different than φGLM.
• Is this an issue? YES, network calibrations have a bias and one
needs to correct for these biases, the insurance company does not
earn the price it needs to cover its liabilities!

3

Paper(s): https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3347177; https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3226852
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4 – Random forest for insurance
• Typical insurance data (MTPL from the CASdatasets R package):

• The plots are characteristic for (non-life) insurance data: highly
unbalanced count data with excess zeros (left) and varying
exposure on the frequency side (right) combined with scarce, but
potentially long- or even heavy-tailed continuous data on the
severity side (middle).
• The default random forest implementation in R (e.g.
randomForest, ranger) or Python (e.g. sklearn) are based on the
standard squared error loss function.

4
data

•

The loss function used in the algorithm needs to be
adjusted such that the specific characteristics of insurance
data are carefully considered.

•

Claim frequency modeling involves count data, typically
assumed to be Poisson distributed. Therefore, an
appropriate loss function is the Poisson deviance.

•

The exposure needs to be taken into account in the
expected number of claims. The Poisson deviance loss
function can account for different policy durations.

•

Right-skewed and long-tailed severity data is typically
assumed to be gamma or log-normally distributed.

•

What is the issue using gaussian-based random forest? →
The tails of the distribution are not modelled accurately.

•

Use of the distRforest R package.

• The squared error loss function is not necessarily a good choice
when modeling integer-valued frequency data or right-skewed
severity data.

4

Paper(s): https://arxiv.org/abs/1904.10890 ; https://github.com/henckr/distRforest
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Conclusions
Neural networks and random forests may substantially improve classical insurance risk models, if
appropriately applied.
•

Embeddings of categorical features reduce the neural network size and allow for
visualisations of the catogorical feature levels in a low-dimensional space.

•

Neural networks need to be corrected for its bias to determine the correct technical price.
The bias stems from the using early stopping criteria.

•

CANN provide the framework for extending the GLM’s, allowing to improve the accuracy of
the model as well as providing a framework to assess the uncertainties.

•

Random forest (and also neural network) loss function needs to be aligned with the
characteristcs of insurance data.

And yet, a complex and very well calibrated GLM may still be as good as an advanced machine
learning model in terms of accuracy.
24

Closing
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Visit

www.actuarialdatascience.org
strategy documents;
Tutorials with article, data and code;
and much more!
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